SAVA - ACTIVE
Dressing of automotive glass grinding wheels
SAVA-ACTIVE
AUTOMOTIVE ABRASIVE STICK

The innovative Tyrolit abrasive stick has been designed to obtain improved quality and efficiency in the performances of diamond wheels in grinding glasses for Automotive glass industry.

+ Improved quality and finishing of the glass edge: The regular use of the colored section of the stick avoids excessive exposure of the diamond present in the tools. This creates the optimal conditions for a correct removal of glass and an adequate working pressure, with consequent general improvement of the edge quality.

+ Improvement of diamond tool life up to 25%: Thanks to the grinding action of the colored part of sticks, diamond wheels maintain a more regular profile shape for a longer time. This action delays the gradual deformation of the profile edge.

+ Increased productivity/reduction of scrap: At the same working conditions, with the use of SAVA-active there is a 50% reduction in micro-splinter scrap (usually due to excessive exposure of the diamond during processing). Moreover, with SAVA-Active the overgrinding effect caused by progressive deformation of profile is avoided.

Application: Dressing of automotive glass grinding wheels

Effect on the profile.